
BULK HANDLER SITE Canola

WS1 H2 H1 GM

RGS BALLIANG $240 $240 $280 $280 $280 $280

RGS LISMORE $220 $232 $240 $273 $278 $278 $278 $580

RGS EDENHOPE $212 $212 $257 $262 $262 $262 $573

UCM WERNETH $220 $232 $240 $265 $270 $270 $270

UCM DONALD $208 $208 $252 $257 $257 $260 $262

UCM MOAMA $203 $205 $252 $257 $257 $260 $262

UCM MATHOURA $200 $202 $250 $255 $255 $258 $260

SOUTHERN GRAIN WINCHELSEA $223 $235 $247 $270 $275 $275 $275

ACCESS LALBERT $196 $198 $246 $251 $251 $254 $256

ACCESS NULLAWIL $197 $199 $249 $254 $254 $257 $259

ACCESS BERRIWILLOCK $195 $197 $244 $249 $249 $252 $254

ASA BOORT $203 $205 $250 $255 $255 $258 $260

LAHARUM BULK LAHARUM $213 $215 $252 $257

SHANNONS HORSHAM $209 $214 $250 $255 $255 $258 $260

SHANNONS BEULAH $198 $200 $244 $249 $249 $252 $254

GRAINFLOW CHARLTON $201 $203 $251 $256 $256 $259 $261

GRAINFLOW BIRCHIP $198 $200 $248 $253 $253 $256 $258

GRAINFLOW DIMBOOLA $197 $199 $247 $252 $252 $255 $257

GRAINFLOW SEALAKE $193 $195 $243 $248 $248 $251 $253

GRAINFLOW OAKLANDS $190 $192 $240 $245 $245 $248 $250

PILGRIMS BORDERTOWN $201 $203 $245 $250 $250 $253

DECKERTS NETHERBY $208 $210 $248 $253 $253 $256 $258

SHEELS TELFORD $192 $194 $242 $247 $247 $250 $252

BAKERS HOWLONG $185 $187 $240

HEHIRS RAND $187 $189 $235 $240 $240 $243

MCNAUGHTS BERRIGAN $192 $194 $242 $247 $247 $250

Fellows HAY $185 $187 $235 $240 $240 $243 $245

Agstore MARNOO $200 $202 $250 $255 $255 $258

Agstore LASCELLES $190 $192 $240 $245 $245 $248

Agstore OUYEN $185 $187 $235 $240 $240 $243

CO-OP NANDALY $190 $192 $240 $245 $245 $248

CO-OP LANDSBOROUGH WEST $205 $210 $255 $260 $260 $263

Garrison SWANHILL $190 $195 $250 $255 $255 $255 $255

HANLONS UNGARIE $180 $185 $230 $235 $235 $238

Delivered Geelong/Melb/Portland $250 $255 $292 $297 $297 $297 $590

Portland is 

Bar1 only

*PAYMENT TERMS 15 DAYS EOW FROM DELIVERY

*MALT1 - ALL APPROVED VARIEITES SUBJECT SITE SEGREGATIONS AT HARVEST

*Prices as a guide only and subject to change

* ALL CANOLA PRICES ARE FOR SUSTAINABLE CANOLA, NON SUSTAINABLE PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

SFWR

Canola

Non GMO

2020/21

ASW1 BASEMALT1

ISCC Sustainable  GM 

Canola Flat price del RGS 

Balliang

Delivered Geelong / Melbourne are buyers call 

for westside ports and packers Jan to March 

Flat + carry April to June

RIORDAN DAILY CONTRACT PRICES
23/01/2021

BAR1 APW1

BARLEY WHEAT

Portland 

SFW1 only


